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AOSTRAC'T 
An experimental study 1i1as conducted to detenatne the acceptable 
coni>inations of process variables for the production of a niobium -
titanium superconducting alloy in a pure aluminum matrix by hydrostatic 
extrusion. Conditions for sound flow and defective flow are shown on 
plots of percent reduction in area versus dfe se·mi-cone angle. 
The important process variables affecting the observed flow mode in 
hydrostatic extrusion of bi-metal rod are reduction in ar·ea (SRA), die 
semi-cone angle (al, core to matrix str·ength ratio (a), core to matrix 
diameter ratio (Y), bond strength between the core and the matrix, fric-
tion between the billet and the die (M), and receiver chamber pressure. 
The superconductor used was a 56% Nb-44% Ti alloy surrounded by a 
matrix of 99.995% pure aluminum. The research was performed in three 
phases. Single core billets werP. extruded into atmospheric receiver 
pressure with reduction in area, die semi-cone angle, and area ratio 
being varied. Single core billets were extruded into receiver pressure 
with reduction in area and die semi-cone angle being varied. Billets 
with'',-three cores were extruded with reduction in area, die semi-cone 
angle, friction, and receiver pressure being varied. In all cases 
there was a light mechanical bond between the two materials produced 
by i"nterference fitting the cores into drilled holes. 
Experimental results showed that increasing the receiver pressure 
increases the range of acceptable process variables to produce sound 
flow. Although it was possible to produce sound flow, the results were 
. 1 
, 
not always consistent and repeat,ble. Thts 1s largtly due lo the great 
difference tn st.-.ngth between the soft aluafn.- ,nd tht h•rd super-
conductor. Also, with the present equipment and preparation methods 
it was dffffcult to accurately control the bond strength. It fs ex-
pected that the beneficial effect of receiver pressure will be even 
more pronounced with a tighter control on bonding. 
Because of these and other obstacles, the production of fine, 
multi-filament superconductor wire with a pure alwnfnum matrix was 
impossible in this study. 
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INTRODUCTION 
O i -met, 1 • c 1 ad. or coq,os i te vf res or rods cons ts t of t'WO df s-
s i mf 1 ar metals. One or more cyltnders of one snetal, c,11ed the core 
or cores, are surrounded by a matrix of another metal. The two metals 
are interlocked mechanically or metallurgically. The reason for the 
use of composite wires may be for increased strength to weight ratio, 
increased corrosion res is ta nee, high teq>era ture app 1 i cations, cryo-
stat i c stabilization of superconductors. or for many other purposes. 
The clad billet ma.y nonnally be produced by rrounting a tube of one metal 
over a rod of another metal and taking a small reduction through a coni-
cal converging die (Fig. 1). This billet is the raw material for sub-
sequent operations, which are usually standard processes such as 
drawing, extrusion, swaging, or rolling. 
Superconductive compos;tes are made to obtain the right combination 
of electrical, thennal, and mechanical properties for use in making 
electromagnets. Niobium - titanium/copper composites are available 
commercially. The niobium-titanium alloy is vacuum arc melted to form 
ingots. The ingots are clad, as described above, with the required 
amount of copper, then processed by standard metal fonning techniques 
such as drawing, extrusion, rolling, or swaging. Multi-filament wires 
are produced by combining a number of rods at an early stage in t~e 
process [1]. 
Multi-filament billets have also been made by placing the super-
conductor cores in a-mi~rix billet, the holes drilled to give the 
3 
dHI ~d ft l•mtnt trr,ng~nt and dtstrtbution. Afltr •ss1:a1bly of tht 
bt 1 ltt, • th 1 ck. solid copper 11 d ts pre·sse·d on and wtld,d. Tht bi 1 ltt 
ts then re,dy for reduction by standard methods. (2) 
Billets have also been made by casting a1U11inum around copper clad 
superconductor cores. (3) 
The production of composite wires requires the proper choice of 
processing para.meters. In order to produce a defect free product from 
a flow through conical converging die process, there must be horoogeneous 
deformation of both the core and matrix materials, that fs, both metals 
must simultaneously undergo the same reduction. It has been shown that 
the fonnation of defects in co-extrusion is not caused by an inherent 
property of either of the two metals, but is caused by improper choice 
of process variables [4]. In Figs. 2a and 2b the two metals are alumi-
num and copper. The process variables are the same except that in Fig. 
2a the aluminum serves as the core with a copper sleeve, and in Fig. 2b 
the reverse is true. In one case there was homogeneous deformation, 
while a total failure resulted in the other case. 
An analysis was made by Avitzur [4] to help choose the proper com-
bination of process variables to give homogeneous deformation of the 
core and matrix materials for single core billets. Experimental 
studies have also been perfonned on single and multi-core billets. [5, 
6, 7] 
The first attempts were made to accomplish sound hydrostatic ex-
trusion without receiver pressure. This is easier to envision as a 
production process than is hydrostatic extrusion with receiver pressure. 
4 
.. 
ttowcvor, without tho btncrtt\ of reccttvtr pressure. the rangt of dfe 
angle tnd reduction cod>tnations th,t produce sound f1ov was found to 
be very narrOM, and the ~productbtlity of sound flow was found unre11-
.tb1e. 
Ther,efore, the effect of increased receiver pr,essure 1n hydrostatic 
or fluid to fluid extrusion on the flow mode of hard core, soft matrf x 
coq,osites was investigated. The effect of receiver pr,essure was chosen 
as the variable of interest because of the known positive effect of in-
creased envi ronmenta 1 pressure on the deformation of brittle materials 
and materials with holes and/or inclusions. (8, 9] 
The basic modes of flow for hard core composites are core fracture. 
core waviness. sound flow with homogeneous core defonnation, non-uniform 
core deformation (multi-core only), and sleeve ironing. 
If the core is excessively harder than the matrix it will tend to 
resist defonnation and elongate less than the matrix. The core resists 
deformation briefly, necks down and then fractures, as in a ductile ten-
sile test. This is called core fracture or pinch off, and the process 
repeats periodically during the extrusion. (Fig. Ja) 
The wavy failure is similar to pinch off except that fracture does 
not occur. The core starts to neck, but because of the process vari-
ables, the necking is arrested. Waviness is also a periodic flow mode 
and the ppenomena is repeated during the extrusion (see Fig. 3b). If 
by changing the parameters, the necking and fracture is replaced by 
·-1. 
waviness, it is safe to say that the change is in the right direction, 
5 
•pp,o,ch1n9 iound flow. 
T hf IIOde of f I ON that t s des t red , s sound. horrogeneous , 1 ON. The 
core ,no 1!14lria &netals must simult,neously undergo the same reduction 
( r 1 9. Jc ) . I n the case of the mu 1 t 1- f i l amen t b 1 11 et s • a 11 co res mus t 
deform uniformly. that is all cores must have undergone the same re-
duction as the matrix. (Fig. 4a) 
Jn a multi-ff lament billet all cores may not defonn uniformly. 
For examp 1 e, in a three core bi 1 let, two of the cores may undergo defor-
mation while the third remains essentially undeformed (Fig. 4b). 
The fifth flow mode is that of sleeve ironing. Figure Sa sho·ws 
that the core acts as an ironing punch with the matrix or sleeve be-
having like a thick-walled tube. The tube is reduced in wall th;ckness 
as it passes through the die. The punch, in this case the core, remains 
undeformed. The matrix is ironed backward, giving a product that is 
actually tubular. 
There are other defects which might occur in the extrusion of com-
posites, but these are the only ones observed in this study. 
The effects of some of the independent variables on the flow mode 
in the hydrostatic extrusion of bi-metals can be predicted, based on 
the previous discussion. If the core metal is harder than the matrix 
metal, the fracture mode will likely be core fracture. The greater the 
ratio of the core strength to the matrix strength, the greater is the 
tendency for core fracture. 
The bond between the cores and the matrix can .vary anywhere from a 
lubricated interface, that is, no bonding to a metallurgical bond where 
6 
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thf bond ti equ,1 tn strtngth to thf softer 111t,1. Bond strength has 
, lttr9e 1nf1uence on the sleeve 1rontng and non-un1for11 cor@ dffor-
111 t ton r 1 ow ,nodes. 
At low reductions the die exit may be large enou~ht to al low the 
core or cores to pass through undefornW?d if the 111trfx or sleeve metal 
is ironed backward. relative to the core. Since the wire must rrove as 
a rigid body at the die exit, in order to maintain volune constancy the 
core must move faster than the sleeve at the die entrance. (Fig. Sb) 
Since the wire moving into the die entrance tends to move as a rigid 
body, the bond between the core and sleeve must be overcome, to allow 
the core to move faster, if sleeve ironing is to occur. Therefore, as 
bond str·ength decreases, the tendency for sleeve ironing increases. 
Non-uniform core defonnation may also be a transition mode between 
sound flow and sleeve ironing, and is also strongly dependent on bond 
strength. 
Friction tends to retard core fracture in hard core clad rods. 
However, friction increases the tendency for sleeve ironing by in-
creasing distortion, which essentially slows down the sleeve relative 
to the core. 
The effect of increasing the receiver pressure is to increase the 
mean pressure of the operation. The higher the mean pressure the wider 
the range of variables for which sound flow is expected. The tendency 
for core fracture is reduced by decreasing the tensile axial stress in 
the de.formation zone. The tendency for sleeve ironing is reduced by 
increasing the bond strength, and thus the amount of energy necessary 
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In su11Bary. for hydrost,ttc ,atruston of hard core cl•d rod tht 
process v,rt,bles are: 
1) Percent reduction tn area (IRA) 
2) 01e semi-cone angle (a) 
3 ) fr i c t f on ( H) 
4) Relative size of the core. This is expressed as a diameter 
ratio for single core billets (Y • R1tR0 ). For multi-core 
billets an equivalent diameter ratio can be calculated by 
considering that the cross sectional area of all cores were 
one core, that is, the area of that equi va 1 ent core is the 
sum of the areas of all the actual cores. This is for com-
parative purposes only. (YEQ = R1 /R0 ) EQ 
5) Ratio of the flow stress of the core metal to the flow stress 
of the matrix metal. (a= a0 c/a05 ) 
6) Prescribed body tractions, (front tension, axf' in extrusion) 
or receiver pressure 
7) Bond strength between the two materials; die land length, L, 
is also a variable, but was constant throughout all the 
experiments • 
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81 -METAL EXTRUSION EXPERIMENTS 
Object 1 ve 
The objective of th;e experimental program vas to determine the 
acceptable con>ination of process variables to produce. 1n t111ltfple 
pc1sses, multi-filament, coq>osite wires. Because of technical interest 
for use as a cryost.atfc stabilizer (3), the matrix metal chosen MIS 
very pure grade aluminum (99.9951 pur·e). The core metal used was a 
niobill11-tftan1um alloy consisting of fifty-six percent niobium and 
forty-four percent titanium. This alloy shows superconductivity at 
low temperatures. 
Experimental Design 
The most practical processes which could possibly be used for the 
production of composite wires are wire drawing, conventional extrusion, 
rolling, and hydrostatic extrusion. Anticipating the irrmense diffi-
culties associated with the chosen combination of very hard core metal 
with a very soft matrix, the conventional processes were assumed doomed 
to failure. 
The axial tensile stress produced by the front tension in wire 
drawing severely limits the possible reduction. Ductile fracture, as 
in a uniaxial tension test, will occur at relatively low reductions. 
Also it would be very difficult to determine whether this fracture 
initiated in the core or the sleeve material. A lead wire would be 
required to start the billet through the draw die. This would increase 
the amount of billet preparation necessary. 
9 
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In convontton11 optn dit tatrvston tho l1n9tll of tho bl I ltt would 
be 11111 led b,ecause of poss t b It buck If n,9. 
container frcftton would 111kt' the seltctton of, lubrtc,nt auch mor't 
crtttca1. The increase 1n friction, even vfth eact11ent lubrtc1tfon, 
because of the container would vastly increase tht tendency for sleeve 
failure. 
Hydrostatic extrusion virtually eliminates container friction be-
cause of the low shear strength of the hydrostatic fluid. The problem 
of buckling is eliminated, for the pressure on the bf llet is equal in 
all directions. The stress state in hydrostatic extrusion gives a 
higher environmental or mean pressure than does wire drawing. The 
possibility of tensile fracture due to front tensions is also decreased, 
which increases the size of possible reductions. By increasing the 
pressure in the receiver chamber, the mean pressure can be further in-
creased, which widens the range of acceptable combinations of process 
variables. No lead wire is needed, as was in drawing. This minimizes 
the amount of billet preparation required for the first and successive 
reductions. Hydrostatic extrusion was chosen for all of these reasons. 
Another factor favoring hydrostatic extrusion is the amount of 
experience and equipment which has been accumulated at Lehigh University. 
Also, during the development stages it is very important that each vari-
able be controlled individually. Hydrostatic extrusion offers the most 
process control. 
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In tho study by Zotrnor. Austen. ,nd Avf tzur (S.6]. thf fort-
runner to thts fnvfstt9,tton, 1100tt14 aluminua was used and only stn91e 
core bi I lets were tested. No receiver pressure was used tn that study. 
There are a nud>er of advantages for ustn~ aluminum as a stabt11zer 
for superconducting wtres rather than oxyge-n free hf~h conductivity 
copper (3). The resistivity of 99.9951 pure alwninum is less than 
that of OFHC copper at te111>eratures below 70°K. The magnetoresistance 
effect of aluminum is smaller than that of copper in high magnetic 
fields. These two reasons would result in higher current densf ties 
than an identical superconducting magnet stabilized with copper. The 
specific heat per unit volume of aluminum is less than that of copper 
at low temperatures. This results in reduced cool-down costs. The 
thennal conductivity of aluminum is better than that of copper. With 
the higher conductivity and lower resistivity of aluminum good thermal 
diffusion and relaxation of magnetic flux improve the stabilization of 
the magnet. The density of aluminum is less than one-third of that of 
copper. This results in more versatile applications of superconducting 
magnets, such as aerospace applications. Finally, the cost per unit 
volume of high purity aluminum is less than that of OFHC copper. 
The Nb-44% Ti core material was used because of its superconducting 
properties. 
A common diameter ratio (Y) for clad superconductors is 0.5. In 
the previous study [5,6] the diameter ratio used was 0.47. In this 
study, diameter ratios of 0.46, 0.624 and 0.708 are used for the single 
core specimens. The equivalent diameter ratio for the three core speci-
11 
aens v,s O.S6. The \lrt!n9th ratto of the Nb•t,41 Tt cl1d vtth 1100Hl4 
was S. In tht s ••Ptrtanant. the fl>-441 Tt c.1 id wt th VP 11 uml nucn. tht 
str·ength ratio (•) w•s approximately 7. 
The requ1 re•nts for I hydrostatic fluid are as fol lows. The fluid 
nw.,st act as a high pressure medtum to transfer the force from the aoving 
ram to the billet. The fluid should also lubricate the billet during 
the extrusion operation. The fluid must have sufficient viscosity at 
high pressure to lubricate the billet. but the viscosity should not be 
so high as to cause the liquid to approach solidification. rendering it 
ineffective as a transmitter of the hydrostatic pressure. 
Bobrowsky and Stack show a method for determining the solidifica-
tion point for fluids at high pressure (10]. Natural cofT1J)ressib11ity 
is defined as: 
V 
C = in ( AT) 
VHP 
where C is compress i bi 1 i ty 
VAT fluid volume at atmospheric pressure 
VHP fluid volume at high pressure 
A semi-log plot of compressibility versus pressure will be piece-
wise linear, with changes in slope representing solidification of the 
fluid or a component of the fluid. 
Soy oil and a mixture of soy oil and kerosene (75% soy oil - 25% 
kerosene) were chosen as the hydrostatic fluids. They were chosen be-
--cause their viscosity at room temperature made them easy to handle and 
12 
t>ec,use of their 1v,11,bt1tty. Soy ot1 ts effecttve ,, • hydrostatic 
fluid up to about too kips/tn. 2 whi 1e the soy-ot 1 kerosene 11f xture h 
effective up to about l 40 Id ps/ t n. 2 • 
Bi 11 et Prepar4 t fon 
The 99.995% pure alumfnu,m was r,ecefved tn one half inch diameter, 
cold swaged bars. An extended stress-strain curve was constructed for 
the aluminum. This is a method, describ·ed in Ref. (11], for extending 
the stress-strain curve beyond the limit imposed by necking in siff1)1e 
tension by plotting the locus of yield points of sa111>les which have 
undergone various degrees of cold work (see Fig. 6). The aluminum 
sa"°"les were swaged to 0.363 inch diameter and then cold drawn to 
various sizes (see Table l) to detennine the yield strengths of the 
aluminum after each of the successive reductions to be perfonned on 
the billets. The 0.2% offset method was used to determine the yield 
strengths for the aluminum. 
The extended stress-strain curve for the Nb-44% Ti, Fig. 6, was 
taken from Fig. 9 of reference [6]. 
The strength ratio, a, was calculated and is plotted in Fig. 6. 
The initial strength ratio for the three core billets was approximately 
6.7 and did not vary significantly with subsE!quent reductions • 
. 
The aluminum rod used for the single core billets was received in 
0,.26 inch diameter bars. It was used in the "as received" condition. 
The yield strength was 9020 psi. This gave an initial strength ratio, 
a, of 7.1. 
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Tht threo core bt 1 lets w,re preo1red by sw,gtng tho 0. 50 tnch 
di a,neter • 1 um1 nua bar-s to 0. 363. tto 111 • I 20/. 119 were then drt 11 td 
•t a raditl distance or .OSZ from tht center, 120° spacing to , dtpth 
of 1.61 inches. (See Ftg. 7) 
The billet cores were prepared by cold s1i11gin9 0.5 inch diameter 
Nb-44i Ti bars to 0.125 and cutting to length. A taper was then ground 
on one end of each of these cores. The c.ore·s were then annea 1 ed one 
hour at 800°C and water quenched. This reduced the Knoop hardness 
number (100 gram load) from 586 in the cold swaged condition to 133 
in the annealed condition. The cores were then turned to .119/.118 
diameter. 
The cores were then pr·essed into the holes in the aluminum, giving 
an interference fit (the holes drilled in the aluminum seemed always 
to be undersize). The billets were then re-mounted in a lathe chuck 
and the nose angle was turned. The compression of the chuck should 
also have increased the bond. 
' Before extrusion the entire outer surface of the billet was 
polished using steel wool. A cap was bonded to the top of the billet 
using a methyl-cyanoacrylate adhesive. This fully encapsulates the 
core so that the hydrostatic pressure will not tend to push the core 
through the matrix. 
The single core billets were prepared in the same manner. See 
Fig. 8, a drawing of a typical single core billet. 
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!.!t'!lf;.~tt·~~ 
Th, tests were performed in, Hodel 6 Honob1ock hydroit1tlc ~•-
truston unit. Power was supplted by a 30 ton hydraulic press. (se·e 
Fig. 9) 
An important featur·e of the Model 6 Jt>noblock is that ft allows the 
use of receiver pressure by usf ng ratio chambers. Figure 10 shows a 
cross section of the Hodel 6. At the start of the test the receiver 
piston is supported by a stand-off, usually a piece of cardboard. As 
the ram moves downward. the top chamber is pressurized. This force is 
transmitted downward, collapsing the stand-off and pressurizing the 
fluid below the receiver piston. As the billet starts to extrude, the 
emerging product further pressurizes the fluid in the receiver chamber. 
This pressure is transmitted around the snubber and through the hole 
in the receiver piston into the ratio chamber. The area of the re-
ceiver piston is larger than the extrusion chamber, so the resultant 
force on the piston is upward. The receiver piston moves upward as the 
product enters the receiver chamber. As the emerging product cont;nues 
to displace the receiver fluid, the piston continues moving upward. 
The downward pressure in the top chamber acts on the top of the billet 
and die. The upward force is caused by the receiver fluid pushing up 
on the receiver piston. To determine the ratio of pressures, consider 
one point during the extrusion as static equilibrium. 
The downward force 1 s· F0 = PTAT 
The upward force is Fu = PRd'Rc 
15 
PTAT * PRCARC 
Py/PAC • ARC/Ay 
where PT is top pressure. measured by dtvtdfng the ,pplfed external 
load by the are, of the monob lock bore 
PRC is the r,ecef ver pressure 
AT is the area of the nonoblock bore 
ARC is the area of the ratio chamber 
Three ratio chambers were available for use with the Hodel 6 Hono-
block. Table 3 shows the diameters of these chambers and their ratios. 
In Table 3, 6P is the pr,essure drop across the die, that is, the top 
pressure that would be required to extrude into atmosphere. 
The manometer tube is connected into an atmospheric chamber, which 
is isolated from the fluid chambers. Motion of the receiver piston 
changes the pressure in the manometer chamber, allowing the operator 
to nx>nitor the movement of the piston by viewing the manometer. 
The upward motion of the receiver piston causes the entire column 
of spacers and the die to also move up. This movement perfonns an 
indirect extrusion of the billet, thus giving more product per unit 
ram displacement than would be predicted by volumetric calculation 
based on ram displacement alone. The operator must be well aware of 
. ' 
this fact if complete extrusion of the billet is undesirable. 
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Thct soils ustd in tho c+atruston tll)trt•nts wtrt tht *O* rtn9 
type. btcked by• mitre ring (see f19. 11,). Th1s typ·e of stal was 
most successful at low top pr1?ssure and very low recetvir pressure. 
In general, the ·o· rin9-mttre ring seal can be expected not to function 
vel 1 in pressure to pressure extrusion. The ram seal tends to fa11 by 
excessive friction at high pressures, and at the die, the "O" ring fails 
by collapse. In pressure to pressure extrusion, the seal fs surrounded 
by pressurized liquid, causin9 it to shrink in volume and wrap itself 
tightly around the die, thus leaving a gap between the die and the 
chamber. Occas i ona 1 ly, because the uou ring shrinks. it shortens in 
length, wraps itself around the die and fractures in tension. 
There are a number of ways to overcome this problem: 
l) A self actuated seal, such as a Bridgman seal, can be used. 
2) A material with a different bulk modulus, such that the 
volumetric contraction will be less, can be used to make 
the "0 11 ring. 
3) An "O" ring with the same inside diameter and larger outside 
diameter (see Fig. llb) can be shaved along the O.D. until 
it fits in the chamber. This will give a larger cross section, 
thus putting more volume of material in the same space. With 
more volume, more contraction can take place before the seal 
fails. 
Because of the large die exits caused by the small semi-cone angles 
and small reductions, the use of a self actuated.seal was impractical in 
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this c,se. A ltnJtr oul.itdt dt._..t,r rtng ••s 1lttr-1d and functioned 
well tn these e•ptrtltll'nts. 
for a nor• coll)l@tt covera9e of seal design, see reference (IZ]. 
The tc,pered nose of the bi 1 lets were coated wt th a thick I ayer 
of bee's wax prior to extrusion. 
between the billet and the die. 
This was done to facilitate sealinq 
~ 
J f this sea 1 is not made the unit 
cannot be pressurized. The top fluid will leak past the billet, 
through the receiver piston and into the ratio chamber. The receiver 
piston is forced upward without the top chamber being pressurized. 
Care must be exercised when using the soy oil-kerosene mixtures. 
Kerosene tends to dissolve bee's wax. The extrusion must be perfonned 
quickly after the billet has been sealed and the top fluid added. 
Lubrication 
As mentioned previously, the ideal hydrostatic fluid will also 
provide adequate lubrication. If the fluid does not provide adequate 
lubrication, then a solid lubricant may be applied in the fonn of a 
coating. 
A phenomenon which often occurs during the hydrostatic extrusion 
of aluminum is called stick-slip, which is, as the name indicates, 
intermittent extrusion and sticking of the billet. When the top fluid 
is compressed at the start of a test, a great amount of elastic energy 
is stored in the compressed fluid. The extrusion will not start until 
the coefficient of static friction has been overcome. If the coeffi-
cient of dynamic friction is much lower than the static value, the 
18 
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blll,1_ vtll bf r,ptdly ,cct-lor,ted. This d1,-pressur11,, tht flutd and 
stc,p, the tatruston. Tht extrusion w111 not st,rt ,g,tn until the 
pros\ur, ts once 110re gre,t enough to overcome static frictfon. 
If the reduction tn area is S"'111 or the billet short, the en-
tire billet ra,y be extruded during the initial pulse. This did occur 
during thts tnvestfgation. One pulse stick-slip seems to interfere 
vith the proper functioning of the ratio chamber. There is no run-out 
pressure and thus there is no constant receiver pressure. The ratio 
pis ton cannot respond to the emerging product. 
The problem of stick-slip may be lessened or overcome by changing 
lubrication, changing the die angle, increasing the strain rate, and 
minimizing the amount of fluid used to minimize the stored energy. 
Changing the 1 ubri ca ti on and mini mi zing the fluid were the methods 
used to combat stick-slip in this study. Stick-slip was eliminated 
and a constant extrusion pressure was often observed. 
There will usually be a peak pressure, higher than the run-out 
pressure in hydrostatic extrusion. The causes are inertia, bulge for-
mation, dead zone fonnation, and frictional conditions. The smaller 
difference between the peak and run-out pressures, the greater the con-
trol the operator will have and the less the chance of stick-slip. 
This peak can be minimized in the same ways as mentioned for stick-
slip, and by proper design of the billet nose [13]. A billet with a 
nose angle smaller than the semi-cone angle of the die (Fig. 12) will 
change the initial frictional condition in the die and reduce the 
peak pressure. 
811 let, wore eatrudad in tht co,tod ,nd unco,t•,d co;ndt lions. Stick• 
slip was• problo• tn almost ,11 of the unco,t•d billets. Co,tings used 
were bee's wax, a wtre dr,wfng co•~ound, and • dttp drw1ng c~und. 
See T4ble 4 for br1nd nclffles and fflanufacturer1. 
No significant change in extrusfon pressure was noted 1non9 the 
coatings. The rule of mixtures was used to calculate the flow stress 
of the coq,osite. Knowinq flow stress, extrusion pressure, die semi-
cone angle, ar,d reduction. Ffqure 11.10 on paqe 306 of reference (13] 
was used to estimate the friction factor, m. to be O. 12. Crouch and 
Bassett (7] said that the rule of mixtures was not accurate in pre-
dicting composite strength. However, Avitzur has shown (14] that for 
homogeneous deformation the rule of mixtures prevails. Lower strengths 
and pressures prevail when non-homogeneous deformation occurs. 
The extrusion dies had an initial surface finish of approximately 
eight micro-inches, root mean square. The dies were polished with 
diamond paste between runs to remove any pick-up from the aluminum. 
Collection of Data and Inspection of Samples 
Load versus displacement plots were made during the extrusions 
using a deflectometer and a chart recorder which was an integral part 
of the hydraulic press. Figures 13 and 14 show typical pressure versus 
ram displacement plots for pressure to pressure extrusion with and with-
out stick-slip. Figure 15 shows a typical plot in which core fracture 
occurred. 
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Products vhtch s~d to be, successful ver·e chtcktd b,Y r,dt • 
ography. Speci•ns showing signs of internal dtfect.s. that h inden-
tations on thf surf1ce, were aounted in bakelf te and sectioned lonqt-
tudtnal ly. Many specimens, not long enough for further reductions, 
vere cross sectioned to vtew the core or cores. 
/ 
' 
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ACSut TS AND DISCUSSION 
Stnglc Core 811 lets - At.rrospheric Recef,ver Pressure 
Single core billets Mith diameter ratios of 0.708, 0.624 and 0.46 
were extruded tnto atnospheric receiver pressure. Thre·e semi-cone 
angles. a• s. 10 and 15 degrees wer,e used. Various reductions were 
atte~ted. The cores were used in the cold swaged and annealed con-
dition and the aluminum sleeves were in the "as received" condition. 
The strength ratio, a, was 7. 1. 
At the diameter ratio Y = 0.708 there were no successful extrusions 
at either the 10 or 15 degree semi-cone angles. In all cases the core 
was either wavy or pinched off. 
When a five degree semi-cone angle was used, all reductions at-
tempted 65% RA and below were successful, with sound flow and homo-
geneous deformation in all cases. Results are shown in Fig. 16. 
No sleeve iron occurred at this diameter ratio. However, the 
smallest reduction attempted was 39% RA. 
At a diameter ratio of Y = 0.624 the sound flow area was consid-
erably increased. Once again, for the 5 degree dies flow was sound 
for 65% RA and below. Flow was also sound at 10 and 15 degree semi-
cone angles for 56% RA and below. Again, the smallest reduction at-
tempted was 39% RA and no sleeve ironing was observed for any of the 
--- - ---- ---- - - -- - -·- ----------------..--~,r---..... ---·------·----· - - -
semi-cone angles. See Fig. 17. 
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J~ on1y paint tor vhtch \Ound tlo., "'' observed when using 
bi11tts vtth • dliNler r·,tto of Y ;f .~6 vas •t 471'. RA using a 15 
degrte spa1-cone angle dte. All othrr atlNPtS produced waviness 
or core fracture. vfth sleevt ironing at the lowest reductions (See 
Fig. 18). 
Comparing these results to the results of Zoerner, Austen. and 
Avitzur [SJ yields one deffnfte conclusion. Increasing the strength 
ratio slightly significantly lowers the maxi1111m reduction wh;ch can 
be taken without a failure, re,gardless of die angle used. Zoerner, 
Austen, and Avitzur showed in their Figure 3 that for a strength ratio 
of 5 and a diameter ratio of 0.47, wher·e conrnercially pure aluminum 
was used, the line dividing the waviness or core fracture zone from 
the sound zone lies at approximately SOS RA. Fig. 18 shows that for 
a strength ratio of 7. l and a diameter ratio of 0.46, using very pure 
aluminum, this line is no higher than 391 RA. In fact, the line may 
lie even lower, between 34 and 39% RA. As Fig. 18 shows, if there is 
a sound flow region it is very small. 
In suninary, the conclusions which can be made from the single core 
billets extruded into atmosphere are: 
1) Large reductions, above 70% RA, will fail by core fracture, 
regardless of semi-cone angle. 
2) Increasing the strength ratio will·-lower-·the maximum possible 
reduction for sound flow at a given semi-cone angle. 
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l) lhf~ ,.,_ to be ,n optfa,Ull dt1111ter r,tto. At thts diiNltr 
r,tto se11t-cone an91e see«RS to htvt little effect on the 
boundary b·etween sound flow and w1v1ness. Above this dfarneter 
ratio the maximum possible reduction for sound flow decr,eases 
rapidly wfth increasing setnf-cone angle. Below this diameter 
semi-cone angle again has little effect on the boundary be-
tween waviness and sound flow, but the maxirraJm reduction for 
sound flow decreases with decreasing diameter ratio. 
Multiple Passes on Single Core Billets 
Various reduction schedules were tried within the sound flow re-
gions determined previously. Because the strength ratio,diameter ratio, 
hardness, etc., all change slightly after each reduction, the sound flow 
regions detennined previously may not accurately predict the composite 
behavior after these parameters have been changed. 
Because the largest range of possible reductions was for 5 degree 
semi-cone angles, 5 degree dies were used for the multi-pass experi-
ments. At a= 5 degrees diameter ratios of Y = 0.708 and Y = 0.624 
can be used. 
The following schedule produced sound product with both diameter 
ratios being used: 
50 
DIE SIZE 
(All die sizes in inches) 
.250 --+. 148 --+ .102 --+ .079 
65%RA 52%RA 40%RA 
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St,,gle (!)_re 8tl1tls -_,tttgh Receiver Pressure 
Single core bt I lets -,f th a di Meter ratio of 0.~6 were extruded 
into high receiver pressure usfng the 3:1:Z ratto chad>er. Semi-cone 
angles of S and 10 degre·es were used wf th various reduct tons befng 
atteffl)ted. The Nb-44'Z Ti was used fn the cold swaged and annealed con-
dition and the 1l1111inum was used in the •as received• condition. This 
gave a s t ren g th rat f o • a • of 7. 1 • 
Figure 19 shows that the boundary between sound flow and waviness 
or core fractures falls at about 371 RA for both the 5 and 10 degree 
semi-cone angle dies when extruded into high receiver pressure. By 
high receiver pressure it is meant here that the receiver pressure is 
at least twice the magnitude of the top pressure necessary to extrude 
the same billet into atmospheric receiver pressure. Again comparing 
to the results of Zoerner, Austen, and Avitzur, where this boundary fell 
at 50% RA, Fig. 19 shows that increasing the receiver pressure will not 
counteract small increases in strength ratio. Further increase of re-
ceiver pressure will probably drive this boundary back up, however, this 
is beyond the capacity of the Model 6 Monoblock. 
Comparing Fig. 19 to Fig. 18 shows that at a given strength ratio, 
diameter ratio, and semi-cone angle, an increase in receiver pressure 
will widen the range of reductions ~esulting in sound flow. 
No sleeve ironing was observed in the single core - high receiver 
pressure experiments. There may or may not be a lower boundary at low 
reductions. 
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Thrttf Coro Bi 1 lttl • Low Rectf ver P.-.ssure 
Thret c·ore bf I lets vtth ,n equtv,lent diameter ratfo of O.S6 were 
extruded into low receiver pressure usfng S and 15 de,gree semi-cone 
angle dies. The Nb-44: Tf cores were used 1n the cold swaged and 
annealed condition. whf le the aluminum matrix was reduced 471 RA 
from the 1''as received'' condition. This gave an initial str,ength ratio 
of 6.7. Various reductions were attempted. 
Figure 20 shows that no region of sound flow with uni form core 
deformation was detennined when using low receiver pressure. By low 
receiver pressure it is meant her,e that the receiver pressure is one-
half the top pressure which would be required to extrude the billet into 
atmospher;c pressure us;ng the same process variables. Figure 20 does 
show that there was a region of sound flow with non-uni fonn core defor-
mation. It would be difficult to say whether th;s non-uniform defor-
mation was due to difficulty in accurately controlling bond strength or 
due to the improper combination of the other process variables. 
Multi-pass experiments were not made using low receiver pressure 
since there was no successful region. The results of these and the 
single core experiments would lead one to believe that with a further 
increase in receiver pressure there may be a sound flow - unifonn core 
deformation region where the non-unifonn region exists in Fig. 20. 
Therefore, receiver pressure was increased. 
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ThrH Cort? ,Bt 1 ltt,s • . ttt gh R"ecei ver Pressure 
Three core bf I lets with an equtvalent dta,neter ratio of 0.56 
were extruded into high recef ver pre,ssure using 5 and 15 dtgrtt sNtt-
cone angle dies. The Nb-441 T1 cores were used in the cold swaged and 
annealed condition, while the al1.1111num matrix was reduced 471 RA by 
cold swaging from the 11 as received" condition. This gave an tnf tial 
strength ratio, a, of 6.7. Various reductions were attefl1)ted. 
Figure 21 sh,ows that by increasing the receiver pressure that there 
is a significant region where sound flow with uniform core deformation 
can be expected. The ratio chamber used gave a receiver pressure which 
was twice the top pressure which would be necessary to extrude a given 
billet into atmospheric receiver pressure. 
Using a 5 degree die, Fig. 20 shows that there is no reduction 
which results in unifonn core defonnation when using low receiver pres-
sure (15-20 KSI). Fig. 21 shows that with high receiver pressure (75-
100 KSI) unifonn core defonnation can be expected anywhere between JOS 
RA and 47% RA. 
It was mentioned previously on page 6, that in order for sleeve 
ironing to occur the bond between the core and the matrix metals had to 
be broken. It often happened that the flow mode changed during an ex-
trusion. At the start of an extrusion the cores were long, giving a 
large contact area between a core and the surrounding matrix. A great 
deal of work would be needed to overcome this interface friction, so 
flow was sound and core defonnation was uniform. As the extrusion pro-
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9ressed the rematntn(l unc1trudttd por·tton of tho corts w•i !.hortfr wt th 
correspondtngly less contact art-a. There w,s often a point vhert the 
Power needed to break the bond bec,ae less than the power needed to 
deform the cores. At this point the flow mde changed to sleeve ironing. 
Because of the way in which the three core billets were assembled 
it is impqssfble to estimate the bond strength. The billets are small 
and the cores ar·e close together so the stress fields around each core 
due to the interference fit do interact. The bond strength between one 
core and the matrix may be significantly lower than the others. This 
would lead to non-uniform core defonnation. 
The flow of a composite billet through a conical converging die 
can be broken down into four phases: 
1) mono-metallic extrusion of the nose where no core metal 
has reached the die exit 
2} initial instability where the cores first pass through the 
die 
3) steady state region where sound flow will occur if the 
proper variables are used 
4} final instability where the cores end and the core effect 
is significant 
When Fig. 21, three core billets extruded into high receiver pres-
sure, is compared to Fig. 17, single core billets extruded into atmos-
phere, one notices that the upper boundary of the sound flow region 
is significantly higher for the single core billets. Bond strength 
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his no tffect on the upper boundary, so that ts not a f,ctor. An 
~•pl1natton for thf s has to do with diameter rat1o. The equf valent 
dtaneter ratio calculated earlier was used to calculate flow strength 
of the cofl1)()S1te. It would not b·e expected that a three core billet 
would deform in the same manner as a single core billet wtth the same 
aroount of c.ore area in a cross section. 
A model of loosely packed composites has been used in making 
analyses of elastic properties of composites (15]. This nodel is 
shown in Fig. 22. The core and its surrounding matrix can be treated 
as a single filament coq>osite when calculations are made. When this 
approach is used, the diameter ratio of the three core billets could 
be considered to be between 0.68 and 0.74. Since there is roc,re matrix 
metal between a core and the outside diameter of the billet than there 
is between cores, this excess along the outside diameter might tend to 
be ironed backward, increasing the diameter ratio. A diameter ratio 
of 0.7 is slightly higher than what seems to be optimum for the single 
core billets. The increased receiver pressure used in extruding the 
three core billets may alter the "optimum" ratio. These could be 
reasons for the much lower allowable maximum reduction for the three 
core bi 11 ets. 
Multiple Passes on Three Core Billets 
After the regions where sound flow could be expected were deter-
mined, further reductions were attempted on products from successful 
first passes. The 3:1:2 ratio chamber was used to give the highest 
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rtcetver pressure. f1ve degree? semi-cone anpl1 dits wt?re used bfc,use 
of the grec,test range of reductions resulting 1n successful extrusions 
in the previous tests. The same fluids and billet coatings were used. 
Figure 6 shows that the strength ratio does not vary significantly 
with increasing reduction. 
The following four-pass reduction schedule was used to produce 
sound, • 148 inch diameter wire from a • 362 inch diameter bi 11 ets. 
After four reductions the product was too short for further reduction. 
Thi s i s be ca use the sect i on s of i n i ti a 1 and f i n a 1 i n s tab 1 1 i t y had to 
be removed after each reduction. Figure 23 shows a cross section of 
this specimen in the original condition and after the third and fourth 
passes. 
36%RA 34.SSRA 37.5%RA 34%RA 
.362 --+ .289 --+ .234 --+ .182 --+ .148 
Products in which one or more of the cores were slightly wavy were 
re-extruded. It was determined that further reduction of a product 
with slightly wavy cores will tend to even out the defonnation so that 
the cores will be less wavy after that reduction. If the cores were 
initially very wavy, almost pinched off, further reduction will re-
sult in core fracture. 
When sleeve ironing has occurred around one or more of the cores 
the bond between that core and the matrix has been broken. A very 
light mechani.ca l bond wi 11 exist where the matrix metal has been ironed 
over the core, but further reduction will probably result in more sleeve 
ironing with no ·core reduction. 
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Once a successful reduction has been ptrforNd a strong aechantcal 
bond ts formed and any Ironing which occurs in subsequent reductions ts 
the result of tq,roper variables. 
' -
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SlMAAY • COffCLUSIONS AftO R[CO,..CNOATIOftS 
Viewing as a whole the entir~ program of hydrostattcally extruding 
hc1rd-core coq,osite billets. the following state•nts can be made. 
The i,r,portc1nt process variables for the hydrostatic extrusion are 
reduction in area, die semi-cone angle, diameter ratio, strength ratio. 
bond strength, friction, and receiver pressure. When reduction in area 
is plotted versus semi-cone angle, with the other process varic1bles as 
parameters, the proper selection of these parameters may r·esult in a 
region on the plot where successful extrusion is expected. There may 
be an upper boundary, above which failur·e by core fracture or waviness 
will occur. There may also be a lower boundary, below which sleeve 
ironing will occur. Changes in the parameters will result in the 
movement of these boundaries. 
Some important conclusions about the effect of some of the process 
variables are: 
l) There seems to be an optimum diameter ratio, above and below 
which the size of the successful region will be significantly 
sma 11 er. 
2) The range of acceptable reductions in area will tend to de-
crease with increasing die semi-cone angle. 
3) The strength ratio is very critical. A sligh_t increase in 
0 
strength ratio, 25 to 50 percent, will significantly reduce 
I 
the size of the safe or successful zone. 
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4) lncr1tastng receiver pressure wt11 increase the size of thf 
safe zone. In the range of receiver pressures used here. 
120 KSI MAX •• the positive effect of increasing receiver 
pressure is not as strong as the detrimental effect of in-
creasing the strength ratio. 
5) The selection of the billet coating and hydrostatic fluid, 
and the billet nose design are iff1)ortant in the prevention 
of stick-slip and in reducing peak pr·essures. 
6) Bond strength, diameter ratio, receiver pressure, and friction 
all influence sleeve ironing. Accurate control of bond 
strength and friction is necessary to accurately locate the 
lower boundary between the safe region and sleeve ironing. 
Difficulty in controlling bond strength, limits in equipment 
capacity, and difficulties inherent in the trial and error experi-
mental technique have caused this study to be tenninated at this 
point. If it were to be continued a few more things could be done. 
Accurate control of bond strength could make the experimental 
results more consistent and repeatable. The cores could be pro-
duced by centerless grinding to give closer tolerances. The holes 
in the matrix could then be accurately drilled and reamed •. Then, 
after proper gaging of the holes and cores, approximate interface 
pressures could be calculated, using equations such as given in 
I 
chapter 7 of reference [16]. The model of reference [15] may also 
have to be appl;ed when calculating the interface energy of the three 
core billets. 
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Using the results of th, above calcul,tfo,ns. the loosely packtd 
c~os1 te rrodel. and the analysis of reference (4]. the thN>rettcal 
••safe" regions could be cojmpared to the experimental results. 
Slight rrodificattons of the existing ratio chari>ers could allow 
longer billets to be used. Hore successive reductions could then be 
taken before the product became too small due to waste of the initial 
and final instabi 1 i ty regions. 
A ratio chamber could be designed and built to give a higher re-
ceiver pressure. This wou1 d probably have to be used with an extrusion 
chamber with a pressure capacity 1 arger than the 200 KSI Model 6 Mono-
b 1 ock. 
The production of composite wires is a desirable end to a research 
project such as this. This study has barely scratched the surface of 
the problem of possible conmercial production of composite wire. 
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Fl G. I CORE AND SLEEVE : FIRST OPERATION 
OF , CLADDING. 
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FIG. 2 BI-METAL ROD OF COPPER AND ALUMINUM 
a) Copper Clad Aluminum 
b) Aluminum Clad Copper 
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C 
FIG. 3 PICTURES OF LONGITUDINAL PRODUCT SECTIONS 
a) Core Fracture 
b) Core Waviness 
c) Sound Fl ow 
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a 
b 
FIG. 4 PICTURES OF PRODUCT CROSS SECTIONS 
a) Non-Unifonn Core Defonnation 
b) Unifonn Core Defonnation 
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BILLET DIA • 
• 363 IN. 
CORE DIA • 
. 120 IN. 
BILLET LENGTH 
2 .00 IN. 
CORE LENGTH 
1.60 IN. 
.094 
C~E 
MATRIX 
JOINED BY HIGH 
STRENGTH ADHESIVE 
a 
FIG. 7 TYPICAL THREE CORE BILLET 
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Fl G. 8 TYPICAL SINGLE .CORE Bl LLET 
FIG. 9 THE MODEL 6 tlONOBLOCK HYDROSTATIC EXTRUSION UNIT 
SHOWN IN 30 TON BALDWIN HYDRAULIC PRESS 
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FIG. 10 MODEL 6 MONOBLOCK , i INCH BORE, 
UNIT. 200,000 PSI HYDROSTATIC EXTRUSION 
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FIG. 11 a. 110" RING - MITRE RING SEAL 
b. 110 11 RING WITH SAME 1.0. AND LAR-GER 
0. D. ALTERED TO GIVE LARGER CROSS 
SECTION. 
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FIG. 23 PICTURE OF THREE CORE CROSS SECTION SHOWING ORIGINAL 
CONDITION AND THE PRODUCT AFTER THE THIRD AND FOURTH PASS 
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, 
1i' 
OAIMN SIZE SRA Yl£lD STRENGTH (PSI) ... _ 
. 363 0 9,640 
.288 37.0 11,460 
.232 59.2 11.530 
• 193 71. 7 11,920 
Table 1. Yield Strengths for cold drawn aluminum. The .363 
diameter sa111>le was cold swaged 47% RA from the 
S RA 
0 
20 
40 
60 
80 
.. as rece i vedt' cond i ti on. 
(KSI) 
0 oc Nb-44 Ti 
64.5 
72.5 
76.0 
78.5 
81.0 
a (KSI) 
OS Al 
9.64 
10.4 
11.25 
12.2 
13.0 
a 
6.69 
6.97 
6.76 
6.43 
6.23 
Table 2. Strengths and strength ratios for the three core billets. 
The 0% RA Ti-44% Nb is in the annealed condition and the 
aluminum is cold swaged 47% RA from the II as received" con-
di ti on. 
,/ 
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OWIJ[R 80R[ 
YfflWPRW( l!fQ~ES). 
.866 
.101 
.612 
TOP 
PRtSSURE 
3/2 
2 6P 
3 6.P 
EXTRUSION 
PRESSURE 
4P 
REC[ IY[R 
PRESSURE 
1/2 
2 AP 
Table 3. Ratio charrt>ers for the Hodel 6 Honoblock. 
MATERIAL AND DESCRIPTION 
56% Nb-44% Ti ROD 
VP ALUMINUM ROD 
KEYDRAW 301 LUBRICANT 
LUBRX 2009 LUBRICANT 
SOURCE 
KAWECKI BERYLCO INDUSTRIES 
READING, PENNSYLVANIA 
MATERIALS RESEARCH CORP.. 
ORANGEBURG, NEW YORK 
KEYSTONE LUBRICATING CO. 
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 
LUBRX PRODUCTS, INC. 
NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASSACHUSETTS 
Table 4. The sources of the experimental materials. 
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